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Photograph Collection
Tentative identification of images in Arthur Linn Bear photograph album, as provided by granddaughter Janice Bear Mandernach, 16 Northern Dr., Decatur, IL 62521-4632 on March 4, 2010.
Note that prior to donation of the album, the family had removed pages from the album relating
to non-University of Illinois sites, especially those identifiable as Seattle, Washington.
However, the album still contains a number of non-Illinois images. Although the pages were
loose, Ms. Mandernach indicated that she had tried to keep them in their original order.
For purposes of identification, a sheet number was written in pencil near the top of the left hand
corner of each sheet. The recto of each sheet is indicated in the list below by the letter “A” and
the verso by the letter “B.” The Archives staff employed archival string to then bind the pages
together again. Unfortunately this rendered the sheet number a little hard to read. Additionaly,
all measurements are width by height in centimeters.
Sheet

Side

Description

1

A

Corn fields and farm house, central Illinois (13.1 x 8.1). Verso of image
contains words “Prairie Hall.”

1

B

Two men standing by tall corn stalks (13.8 x 8.1). Tab in gutter of album
page in reads: “Decatur.”

2

A

Four images. Upper left, Decatur trolley transfer station (7.4 x 5.0), lower
right amusement park (7.7 x 4.2). Upper right (8.2 x 4.4) and lower left (8.1 x
5.4), possibly Decatur. All fading to faded.

2

B

Four images, Railroad crossing signal (7.8 x 4.6), young woman standing (8.0
x 6.1), young woman in large hat (2.4 x 3.1), three people, on grass (8.1 x
5.7). All faded to fading.

3

A

Three outdoor images: couple in a chair (7.3 x 4.9), couple in horse drawn
buggy (7.1 x 7.6), and four individuals sitting on porch of a house (7.4 x 6.3).

3

B

Three outdoor images: children outside a house (7.3 x 4.9), woman with cat
(7.1 x 7.6), woman spanking or pretending to spank a child (7.4 x 6.3).

4

A

Three outdoor images: adult male in dress with man in straw hat (8.2 x 6.9);
three children (7.1 x 5.6), adult male in dress (7.6 x 5.3).

4

B

Three outdoor images: storm or flood damage, upper left (8.4 x 4.8), lower
left (8.6 x 5.7), right (8.2 x 4.3). Possible aftermath of July 1915 tornado?

5

A

Four images: University of Illinois winter scenes. University Hall. Upper left
(7.5 x 6.6), upper right (8.5 x 6.5), lower left (7.3 x 4.6), lower right (8.6 x
4.4)

5

B

Four images: University of Illinois, Altgeld Hall (8.0 x 6.1), Burrill Avenue
(7.3x 6.6), Harker Hall (7.9 x 5.7), Observatory (6.6 x 5.8)

6

A

Two images, Auditorium under construction (6.3 x 3.1) and English Building
(7.7 x 3.2); “aerial” image of Illinois Field (13.7 x 8.7), one image of woman
standing (2.6 x 5.0).

6

B

Two images of riverboat, upper left (7.2 x 4.2), upper right (7.0 x 4.1), one
image of small house (8.5 x 7.1)

7

A

Two images, upper left (8.1 x 4.6), upper right (8.3 x 4.8), two images of
railroad siding, lower left (7.6 x 5.9), lower right (8.2 x 5.7).

7

B

Five images one identified as “Near Verdigris River, I.T.” [I.T. = Indian
Territory, now Oklahoma] (8.1 x 4.6), covered wagons (8.2 x 4.6), cattle in
open plains, upper right (7.9 x 2.4), middel right (7.5 x 2.9), two women (7.9
x 4.7).

8

A

Seven images. Three small portraits, middle left (2.4 x 3.0), middle center
(2.0 x 2.5), upper right (2.1 x 2.7). Four street scenes from western towns,
Oklahoma, upper left (8.4 x 3.8), middle right (8.2 x 3.9), lower right (7.9 x
3.3).

8

B

Four images wooded scenes, upper right (8.0 x 5.2), large rock, upper left
(6.8 x 6.2), lower left (6.9 x 3.9), three young men before a tent, lower right
(7.8 x 5.8) (faded).

9

A

Four images: males swimming in river (4.7 x 2.8), two river scenes, upper
right (8.0 x 4.0), lower right (8.2 x 6.7), and bridge marked “Canadian River”
[Oklahoma] (7.8 x 8.0).

9

B

Five images: western town streetscape (8.4 x 3.8), men with mule (7.9 x 5.4),
man on mule with rifle (8.1 x 5.6), faded town or camp scenes, middle left
(6.7 x 3.5), lower left (8.0 x 3.5).

10

A

Four images: “Near The Twins, I.T.” men drinking in pond/lake (8.0 x 7.3),
faded western scenes, upper right (8.1 x 3.8), lower left (8.0 x 3.8), lower
right (7.8 x 4.1)

10

B

One image “Oil Well, Wewoka, I.T.” (8.1 x 8.3), run-down large house (7.5 x
4.9), run-down “Mode Clothing House,” (8.0 x 5.6), two-horse team pulling
wagon with young people (8.1 x 3.9).

11

A

Four images: cattle drive in a town (7.1 x 4.4), cattle drive near railroad
crossing (8.2 x 3.7), elk behind a fence (3.9 x 5.0), and faded image of field
(8.2 x 2.7).

11

B

Four images: woman sitting indoors, labeled “Decatur,” (7.9 x 5.7), woman
outdoors (7.3 x 6.5), house with man on porch (7.3 x 4.8), man stooping in
garden (5.6 x 3.2)

12

A

Five images: man in football uniform, upper left (3.8 x 7.1), lower left (6.0 x
4.0), small town streetscape (6.3 x 4.5), trick horse standing on hind legs (5.7
x 6.3), large house/lodge (7.4 x 5.5)

12

B

Four images: male students playing cards (7.7 x 5.7), students in rooming
house (7.7 x 5.1), students on rooming house porch (7.6 x 5.7), students
looking into a mirror (7.3 x 5.7).

13

A

Three images: students in rooming house (5.5 x 8.1); student group oudoors
(8.0 x 4.5); river scene (7.4 x 6.7)

13

B

Four images: student group on porch (7.2 x 4.9); man with pipe and wearing
bowler hat (5.1 x 6.8); students partying/drinking indoors, upper right (8.0 x
4.0), lower right (8.5 x 5.4).

14

A

Four images: student rooms, upper left (8.4 x 6.7), upper right (7.1 x 8.2),
street scene in winter time in Urbana (8.6 x 4.7); head shot of man (3.5 x 3.5).

14

B

Four images: spring or summer street scenes (same location as 14A?), upper
left (7.3 x 5.1), upper right (7.9 x 5.6); lake/river scenes with people in
rowboats, lower left (7.5 x 6.9), lower right (7.9 x 6.6)

15

A

Three images: two outdoor shots of male groups, students(?) (person with
pipe is possibly Bear), upper left (5.5 x 6.6), lower left (7.3 x 5.5); individual
male student in room (8.1 x 8.1).

15

B

Three images: lower left (7.7 x 7.7) and right (4.1 x 8.0) images are Arthur
Linn Bear. Upper left (7.7 x 5.1)

16

A

Four images: male in graduation cap and gown, upper left (3.9 x 5.9), lower
left (3.9 x 6.0), two park scenes, upper right (8.3 x 5.6), one marked Lincoln
Park, Chicago, lower right (8.5 x 6.4).

